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LETTERS FROM BEYOND 

PROGRAM
SLAVONIC TRADITIONAL
Hymn of Mother of God of St. Nectarius of Aegina

IGOR MATVIENKO
Konj

RUSSIAN TRADITIONAL
Ryabina

ROMANI TRADITIONAL
Aki-Paki

RICHARD STEIN (ARR. ZVONKO BOGDAN)
Kada padne prvi sneg

SERBIAN TRADITIONAL
Zaspo Janko

ĐORĐE MARINKOVIC 
Tamo daleko

SERBIAN TRADITIONAL
Da zna zora

P
BOSNIAN TRADITIONAL
Na klepeći nanulama

MACEDONIAN TRADITIONAL
Zajdi, zajdi, jasno Sonce
Stamena
Majko ke odam jabana

ROMANI TRADITIONAL/ŠABAN BAJRAMOVIC
Giljan dade

ABOUT THE MUSIC
In Letters from Beyond, Anja & Zlatna Ensemble explore the phenomena of dreams, nature and mortality which have long found expression 
through folk music. The themes presented have a long tradition in European mythology and folklore. Some are culturally similar, and some 
very different, even contradictory. Tonight’s repertoire ranges from the ecstatic meditations of one of the most beautiful Orthodox chants to the 
Mother of God, to sorrowful singing to a deceased loved one, to playful and humorous poetry from Macedonia. We invite you to join the adoration 
of the magical powers of trees, flowers, horses, and the radiance of the sun and the moon. In the Balkan musical tapestry, people relate to these 
subjects, love them or simply talk to them, reflecting on destiny and fortune, life and death, piety and virtue of humanity.

Presented by Melbourne Recital Centre and Anja & Zlatna
Wednesday 3 August 6pm, Salon
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ABOUT LOCAL HEROES 2016
Local Heroes is the easiest way to rediscover your love of chamber music or take delight in experiencing it for the first time. From strings to pi-
ano, early music to contemporary, art song to tango, there’s something for every musical taste. This year Local Heroes showcases 19 acclaimed 
ensembles in 44 concerts in the award-winning acoustics of Melbourne Recital Centre’s Salon and Elisabeth Murdoch Hall. Want to get to know 
the artists and learn more about the music they love to perform? Visit localheroes.melbourne to discover more.

PRINCIPAL GOVERNMENT PARTNER

ABOUT THE ARTISTS
Anja & Zlatna ensemble seeks to preserve the beauty of traditional melodies and enhance them with the structural architecture of the Baroque, 
whilst fusing the practices of 17th century and folk improvisational languages. It has a unique sound, due in part to its original approach to 
instrumentation; the use of harpsichord in a predominant role is a key factor – sometimes one hears multiple guitars, sometimes a cimbalom 
or the texture of an accordion. The various possibilities of the modern flute are explored, the sounds ranging from Baroque flute to Eastern wind 
instruments such as the kaval or ney with their intriguing vibrato and intonations. The techniques used by the vocalists vary from traditional 
European technique to Bulgarian chest voice. The versatility of the double-bass is derived from folk instruments such as the Russian balalaika 
family (and look out for a cameo appearance from the ever-popular mouth harp, also referred to as a Jew’s harp). The ensemble has released 
two exceptionally well-received albums of this moving music: Ruse Kose and Oj, Vesela Veselice. Anja & Zlatna welcome the talents of our 
new percussionist, Matthew Horsley, who brings with him the variety of timbres of the uilleann pipe.
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